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Translate web page firefox

By default, the add-on attempts to assign the detected language to the default target language. If that is not possible, English is the target language of the translation. It is highly recommended to choose less text than more, otherwise the translation will take longer to appear. You can select text up to 1100 characters
long. If you select longer text, you will in some cases receive a toast notification. You shouldn't select pictures or tables because they disappear and mystical text appears there. Let's see how it works. First of all, you are looking for something that you do not understand because it is in another language. Secondly, you
select this section or phrase. Now you can go in three directions:- Right-click and click on the Translate this text with Google Translate. - Click the Toolbar icon.- Press the keyboard shortcut. As soon as the translation progress starts, the red T will come green, and as soon as the translation ends, it would be red again.
Within a moment or two, you'll see that the selection disappears and text appears in your language. No, it's okay, it's okay. Or, if you want to flip the entire page, you can also use the three ways mentioned above. Options:you will find this menu if: - right-click on red T (or before Firefox 57 click on the small arrow next to
it) and click Settings - go to the Add-ons menu and click on the configuration of this add-on, which you can set here: - what language you want to translate into - what (and how) to translate when you click red T or press a keyboard shortcut - keyboard shortcut (only before FF57)Available target languages: you can
translate for each language you can find on the Google Translate page ( . If you found a language that is not listed in this add-on, comment below. The language of the original text is automatically recognized. Available user interface languages: Bulgarian, Chinese (Simplified), Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, French,
German, Hungarian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Polish, Portuguese (Brazilian), Russian, Serbian, Slovenian, Spanish (Spain), Turkish. Translations are powered by Google Translate, the add-on uses its translator program.구글 번역기로 선택된 부분 또는 전체 페이지를 번역합니다. Use Google Translate or Bing Microsoft
Translator to compile any page by opening the appropriate URL. By default, the translation is performed by using the page actions in the Address bar. The Flip icon appears only if the page is in a foreign language. The page turner determines whether a page is in a foreign language by comparing the list of languages
you specify in Firefox as primary languages (Settings &gt; Content &gt; Languages) with the language of the page that is configured with the built-in Firefox API. Firefox for Android doesn't support language detection yet, so the translate icon is always visible. Options Automatically configure the snap-in to redirect to the
translation site if a foreign language is detected, or always display the translation icon. If you want the translation to be available but not in the Address bar, you can always turn it on to display and remove it from the Address bar by right-clicking. it is still available .... Drop down. When you select text, the translation button
opens and the translation appears immediately. If you turn on Don't show the button if you don't need a translation, you won't be frustrated by the button that appears when it's not necessary. Translate the input text in real time in the toolbar pop-up window. If you turn on automatically switch to another language, you can
do: When you enter English, it is translated into Japanese, and after you enter Japanese, it is translated into English. You can also translate from the shortcut menu. You can click Flip This Page, Translate Selected Text, and then click Translate Selected Link from the page or tab menu. USERS: If you translate it many
times in a short time, it may be unusable for some time due to a change in the definition of the compilation interface. If it happens frequently, it is recommended that you increase the translation wait time on the settings page. Chrome version: version: 2.3.0 Added button to listen to pronunciationVer 2.2.0Fixed issue, that
the code has always been added to webpagesAdd the option to disable translation in the text field Changing the Web Page Translation Panel to draggableVer 2.1.0Added button to enable or disable translation on page in toolbar pop-upAdded option to disable translation on page by setting URL list fix Problem, that the
error message will not be displayed due to a translation API update Filed issue that does not work correctly on some pagesVer 2.0.0 Supported Google Chrome Usability Improvement Implemented keyboard shortcuts Added copy button to toolbar popup Added link to google translation from error Advanced Settings
Automatically switch to another language web page using the more flexible display position of the translation button The location of the Translation Panel display Font color in the Translation Panel When updating the display option page Enable debug mode Fixed minor errors Fixed an issue that is displayed as a null
value when you open a toolbar pop-up Fixed issue that did not get selected text in iframe when the toolbar pop-up window opened Fixed issue , which could not translate some pages The settings page's enhanced accessibility features What can this snap-in do? The current page is rotated without opening new tabs. It is
possible to change the translation language. You can translate automatically. To change the translation module Google Translate icon. Why do you need to go to all the websites you visit? Translating any website is necessary for the use and editing of text on websites. And you only have an extension with this
permission. How do I turn the pages? Pages are translated using the Google or Yandex translation module (you choose). How's my privacy? Privacy Policy We do not collect any information. However, the content of the website is sent to Google or Yandex servers for compiling. Restrictions Some pages, such as
support.mozilla.org and addons.mozilla.org, will not be compiled. For security reasons, the browser prevents plug-ins from accessing these sites. How can I help you? PayPal by default, Patreon GitHub Crowd has no translation features in Firefox. However, you can easily add such a feature by installing an add-on for
yourself. Language Support extensions You can also learn about other language support addons.mozilla.org. For more language support extensions, you can also search for translation tools that are part of mozilla's Recommended Extensions program. These extensions are not Mozilla products. See tips for assessing
the security of the plug-in before installing software developed by third-party developers. If you need support for any of these extensions, contact their authors. More resources These great people helped write this article: Avoid support scams. We never ask you to call or text a phone number or share personal
information. Report suspicious activity using the Report abuse option. Learn more This thread is archived. Ask a new question if you need help. I want to buy something from an Italian website, but I don't read Italian. How do I get Firefox to turn the page for me? I want to buy something from an Italian website, but I don't
read Italian. How do I get Firefox to turn the page for me? By default, Firefox does not have a translation feature. If you often need to translate content, you can install an add-on like Google Translator for Firefox. If you don't need to translate frequently, just use an online translator like Google Translate and paste the URL
of the page you want to translate. By default, Firefox does not have a translation feature. If you often need to translate content, you can install an add-on like [ Google Translator for Firefox]. If you don't need to translate frequently, just use an online translator like [ Google Translate] and paste the URL of the page you
want to translate. It's always useful to be able to translate a website from one language to another – especially without you need to open a new tab and paste text into Google Translate. Unfortunately, Firefox does not include a browser compiler, You can easily add one with an extension. Mozilla notes that Firefox doesn't
have any translation features, although you have plenty of other options. None of these workarounds are officially approved by Mozilla, but recommended add-ons through the Mozilla store are usually a safe bet. Mozilla even offers a direct link with language support extensions. Follow the instructions to select the
recommended and start the add-on. Most add-ons contain keyboard shortcuts that you can use in your app's settings. This is how it happens. Check out the products mentioned in this article:MacBook Pro (From $1,299.99 on Best Buy)Microsoft Surface Pro 7 (From $699.99 on Best Buy) Adding a third-party translation
extension to FirefoxSince Firefox doesn't include built-in translation features, you need to download an add-on to your Mac or PC. You can search the Mozilla site on your Mac or PC or follow their link to the results of filtered language support. It is best to choose an add-on that is recommended and has a high star rating
with a lot of users.1. Click on the Firefox extension that you want to download. This will take you to its details page, where you can click on the blue Add to Firefox option. 2. This will open a pop-up window that will prompt you to confirm the decision. Click Add to grant the plug-in access to your data, browser tabs, and
display any notifications. Add to Firefox. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 3. Firefox automatically adds the plug-in to your browser. A separate pop-up window appears confirming that it has been added, along with instructions on how to manage add-ons. How to translate a page in Firefox with the help of an extension
After successfully downloading the Extension, you will usually be brought immediately to the Settings page. You can also access this page at any time by clicking the Firefox menu icon, and then selecting Settings.1 from the drop-down menu. Click the Options tab.2. This will reveal keyboard shortcuts for the app you
downloaded. We downloaded the recommended extension from Google Translate Mozilla's website. Depending on the app, the shortcuts vary slightly. You can also apply other settings by selecting the appropriate check box. You can make changes to your preferences here as well. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 3.
After you check the shortcuts, you can head to the site you want to translate. Before you press a keyboard shortcut, highlight the text you want to translate. Highlight the text. Marissa Perino/Business Insider 4. This should open the pop-up window that is enabled for the compiler plug-in. According to the settings, the addon should automatically detect the language and translate it into the first option. Click to change the language. A pop-up window with your translation. Marissa Perino/Business Insider Related Coverage of How To Do Business Tech: Insider Inc. receives a reward when you purchase through our links. Links.
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